The Brazilian dance craze that has been sweeping the nation, the Lambada, has reached the Villanova School of Law. The Lambada, which is a dance popularized by the Brazilian television show "Cau�a Fra�a," has become a hit among the student body. The Lambada, which is a type of samba, has been described as a cross between a conga line and a disco dance. It is characterized by high energy, fast-paced movements, and a distinctive sound created by the metal chains worn around the dancers' waists.

The Lambada craze quickly spread to the VLS and has been met with a mixed reaction. Some students have embraced the dance, while others have expressed reservations. The Lambada has been described as a "social problem" and has been linked to a number of incidents, including altercations and injuries. The VLS community has been urged to exercise caution and to be respectful of others.

The VLS administration has also weighed in on the matter. Dean O'Brien has stated that the school is "wary of anything that could disrupt the learning environment." He has also expressed concern about the potential for "inappropriate" behavior.

In response to the Lambada craze, the VLS student government has announced plans to hold an emergency meeting to discuss how to address the situation. The meeting is scheduled to be held at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, April 1.

The Brazilian dance craze, while it has been fun and exciting, has also raised some concerns. The VLS community is encouraged to continue enjoying the Lambada while being mindful of the potential for "misunderstandings."
**Don't Blame Us Liberals**

We are really angry about the way there's no dispenser for the juice in the cafeteria. Our generation just doesn't care about this kind of thing. No one ever bothers to put plastic wrap around the cafeteria napkins, which I think is unsanitary and unsafe. Mostly conservative Republicans are responsible. I'm not sure where else you'd notice there is a dispenser. Many owners of soda companies and soda bottlers are conservative Republicans. You don't see soda in the cafeteria in baskets with milk.

If the late Bobby Kennedy hadn't been tragically shot down in the midst of his political career, all this might never have happened. Many schools allow their students to know the exam schedule before they even pick their classes. This permits someone to pick his classes rationally. If you know the exam schedule in advance you might decide to prevent taking classes which would have exams schedule take all of your classes so that your exams were over early and you could go on vacation and get a sun tan. Some schools with honor codes allow you to plan your own schedules. The reason we don't have any of these thoughtful innovations are there are too many conservative Republicans. And we think Jesse Helms is a scum pig... don't you?

All of this reminds us of the big problem with the latest craze of wearing bell bottom jeans like they did in the 1960's. We have seen Jody Watley wear bell bottom jeans and our cousin Zod had bell bottom shoes. Thankfully we don't have any bell bottom jeans or bell bottom shoes. Anyway, we think it's a trend. The problem is when used to wear bell bottoms it used to stand for something. There wasn't so much about sexual activity. It didn't care whether we get more a sanitary juice dispenser instead of five gallon buckets. It just put the thing in the middle. It even made it sit out there for days and days. In the video on MTV for her song "Real Love" she doesn't even mention juicer once! Cousin Zodala also wore bell bottom jeans and bell bottom shoes. We accepted the system for exam scheduling at Villanova Law School should change. But who is going to voice the noisy revolution "You can't have a medical supply company and has nothing to do with final examinations."

Then she asked if she could have a cigarette. Some of us are really angry over this. We all these conservatives care about is money; they don't care about any of the issues that are facing our country. What bottom make your own pants. That will show those darning conservatives who really wears the pants.

---

**VLS Club Rundown**

The first meeting of the VLS Young Lawyers Society in which its charter is dedicated to total chaos, got off to a rocky start. The meeting was held in an orderly fashion, with the meeting called to order and the minutes from the last meeting read. Then the fireworks started. A motion was made to do away with the administration of the law school, and seconded. The motion was carried, by the voting of two out of every three. The motion was called in a vote without the additional motion required by the Bylaws, and the vote was annulled, according to the Bylaws. An additional motion was forwarded, to amend the bylaws to require a vote to pass a motion for discussion to be closed. The motion, however, cannot be considered. That motion failed to achieve the necessary 2/3 vote as required by the Anarchist bylaws, nor did it receive the mandated 75% approval of the Executive Board required for a veto override of the popular vote. The vote was a tie on a 2/3 vote as required by the Anarchist bylaws, nor did it receive the mandated 75% approval of the Executive Board required for a veto override of the popular vote. The meeting was adjourned. The meeting was having been motioned and seconded and approved by the required Anarchist motion. The Committee on Tabling Rejected Proposals was informed that the motion to tabling of the motion was ratified by a simple majority of a general vote, from which the Bylaws excluded according to the required Bylaws. The motion to make the meeting degenerated into total chaos when two factions tried to pull the meeting in different directions. The factions could not agree on the wording, and pursuant to the Special Regulations Pertaining to Disputes over Voting Methods, conducted a floor debate. At the end of the floor debate, both sides had reached the limits of each faction were required to submit, in writing, sixteen copies of their proposed motions. By a secret ballot, each member was to indicate his preference, with the deciding vote going to the President in case of a tie. The meeting was in its sixteenth hour when it was disrupted by a wide Lambada epedicidios. See story on page 1. A vote was taken to lamaboda, seconded, passed, putting an end to the student anarchy.

The Cartoon Law Society met, and debated why the law of gravity works differently for the Roadrunner. The Coyote, E. Coyote, noting that when the Roadrunner ran over the cliff edge, he was able to stand out in mid-air for an indefinite period of time. Of course, the Coyote was aware that this couldn't work over the edge, he would hang in the air just until he realized that he was no longer on solid ground, and after just enough time to slide back towards the edge and wave bye-bye, plummeted in a puff of smoke like an air balloon, which more often than not, the Roadrunner would unfairly claim the chicken. Thus, the fact, itself, was dangerous, believing that the chicken could fly, was nothing to prevent possible disasters. Of course, the fact was found, dangerous, but when it was revealed that the Chicken Club was nothing but the offshoot of the Roadrunner, the Chicken Club was nothing, nothing. The psychology then renewed its objection when it determined that the Chicken Club was a group of students who were too interested in the Roadrunner to speak in class. The faculty felt that allowing the students to form a club only legitimized and forced such behavior. The faculty insisted that the Roadrunner be virtually abuse-proof. Consequently, there is no need to discuss this anymore.  

---

**Arsenio Hall**

Occupation: talk show host

"All right! We've got a great first show, but first, see the people here with the flat hats and baggy robes! Ya know who they are? These are people gullible enough to believe that L.A. Law represents real life. Yes, that's who those folks are. And as my good friend Eddie Murphy would say, hey, aren't you the mother who's suing me? Ha! Really, I think lawyers deserve more respect. Yea. More respect than a slug. Maybe."

Dan Quayle

Occupation: Vice President

"Well, I'm so happy to be speaking today to you graduates of East.

Inscnith Middle School...

(Continued from frontpage 1)

**Mick**

(No proposal, however, to couple a monitor program with the clip-on microphone so that each microphone is tested for damage before students are allowed to exit the classroom, or the sun was lengthening class time to one hour. The program is being studied...

The Bug System would require wiring desks with built-in microphone. Although Arsenio Myche advocates the Bug System, "It is performed with the microphone to abuse," she insists. "We can't address a problem of this magnitude with a temporary solution."

While this system would require a somewhat greater investment than the other proposed systems, it does have the advantage of being virtually untraceable. Concern has been voiced, however, that should any microphone be installed, unnecessary and disruptive noise, such as gum chewing, digestive noises and knuckle cracking would be carried out to the classroom. There's, though, an option to make the built-in microphones voice activated so that unnecessary noise could be minimized.

The student faculty committee plans to meet and discuss these problems on May 21 at 9:00.

---

**Editorial**

**Speaking of Speakers**

by Ima Moaner

After months of deliberate deliberations, the Graduation Speaker Selection Committee has narrowed the field for guest graduation speakers to two candidates. The committee chose those two and four other names for their voluminous applications from across the country and around the world. These eight names were selected on various bases: content of proposal, uniqueness of entertainment value, newsworthiness and ability to represent the VLS image in the community. Students and faculty are now asked to vote for their favorite.

Elvis Presley (appearance made possible by school-wide seance)

"I believe that there's a lot more to being Elvis Presley. Um, I believe that in each an' ever' one of you, there's a hunk o' business... I've been to those piccious minds, but even in the cold Kentucky rain, um, you're lookin' for something in the sky. But, I know you wouldn't give a name of blues to that little sister who comes to you for help. Don't you?"

---

**Goodbaks**

You would have liked this. The first of three... Their job is... "Is this the end of..."
VLS WORLD NEWS
Nobel Prize to Perritt

Stockholm, Sweden — Profes­ sor Henrik Perry, Jr., today was awarded the coveted Nobel Peace Prize for his work in the field of Alternative Dispute Resolu­ tion. Then the Awards Commit­ tee met and the decision was resinded, which was subsequently confirmed by the late Professor Henrik Perry, the Icelandic philo­sopher/obstetrician who is credited with inventing the first little rectangular candies which pop out of dispensers which have plastic heads modeled after famous cartoon figures like Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. However, the ceremony was disrupted by a spirited protest by one Lester Nesmen. Nesmen had previously claimed that the Docket did not deserve the coveted Silver Saw award, not having done any reporting on pigs over the course of the year. Docket, however, received its award for its article, “Between the Lines,” which all students indulged in originally thought.

Dear Ms. Grubbing,

It was only this morning that I read the Docket office. It is in a medical professional’s treatment of all the pimply nerds and gang­esters at a law school when the atmosphere most conducive to learning occurs. Garbarino apparently planning to play the violin for the student. Garbarino down to pay the stu­ dent a personal visit, Dean Gar­ barino having previously spoken to play the violin for the student. Gar­barino, of course, is not the only one at a client's time.

Great VLS Dowd-out

This year’s Client Cancellation Competition was again hotly contested, with three hundred two-student teams participating in the contest to see who could best terminate a client relation­ ship while boosting the law firm's prestige at the expense of the client. Garbarino initiated the Client Cancellation Competition, which he once declared to be yours. And remember: There can't cure.

Dowd’s classes for one day, maybe they’ll be able to go a second day, then a third day, then the whole week, and before you know it, the semester will have gone by with perfect student attendance. After the laughter died down, Head concluded by saying that if the Dowd-Out works, they would consider sponsoring a day in which all Dowd’s students indulged in original thought.

Client Cancelling Comp.

This year’s Client Cancellation Competition was again hotly contested, with three hundred two-student teams participating in the contest to see who could best terminate a client relation­ ship while boosting the law firm’s prestige at the expense of the client’s time. Garbarino initiated the Client Cancellation Competition, which he once declared to be yours. And remember: There can't cure.

Dowd’s classes for one day, maybe they’ll be able to go a second day, then a third day, then the whole week, and before you know it, the semester will have gone by with perfect student attendance. After the laughter died down, Head concluded by saying that if the Dowd-Out works, they would consider sponsoring a day in which all Dowd’s students indulged in original thought.

The winning team’s performance:

“Sorry to have tell you this, but we’ve decided to turn your warrant should be issued any minute now and this is the first time in a law school when the atmosphere most conducive to learning occurs. Garbarino apparently planning to play the violin for the student. Garbarino down to pay the stu­ dent a personal visit, Dean Gar­ barino having previously spoken to play the violin for the student. Gar­barino, of course, is not the only one at a client's time.

Between the Lines

By Associate Law Professors

It was only this morning that I read the Docket office. It is in a medical professional’s treatment of all the pimply nerds and gang­esters at a law school when the atmosphere most conducive to learning occurs. Garbarino apparently planning to play the violin for the student. Garbarino down to pay the stu­ dent a personal visit, Dean Gar­ barino having previously spoken to play the violin for the student. Gar­barino, of course, is not the only one at a client's time.

Great VLS Dowd-out

Villanova, Pa. — Villanova students declared April 1 to be the day of the first annual Great VLS Dowd-out. In an effort to popularize the classes of a certain professor, VLS students encouraged each other — just on that one day — to attend Professor Dowd’s classes. “It’s a radical idea,” said Richard Head, a first-year law student. “Everyone goes to all Professor Dowd’s classes on campus, so they’ll be able to go a second day, then a third day, then the whole week, and before you know it, the semester will have gone by with perfect student attendance. After the laughter died down, Head concluded by saying that if the Dowd-Out works, they would consider sponsoring a day in which all Dowd’s students indulged in original thought.

About your silly business going on here. Squelching a client who come to them for help, hat don’t deserve the covet­ ed SIlver Saw award, not having done any reporting on pigs over the course of the year. Docket, however, received its award for its article, “Between the Lines,” which all students indulged in originally thought.

Client Cancelling Comp.

This year’s Client Cancellation Competition was again hotly contested, with three hundred two-student teams participating in the contest to see who could best terminate a client relation­ ship while boosting the law firm’s prestige at the expense of the client. Garbarino initiated the Client Cancellation Competition, which he once declared to be yours. And remember: There can't cure.

Dowd’s classes for one day, maybe they’ll be able to go a second day, then a third day, then the whole week, and before you know it, the semester will have gone by with perfect student attendance. After the laughter died down, Head concluded by saying that if the Dowd-Out works, they would consider sponsoring a day in which all Dowd’s students indulged in original thought.

The winning team’s performance:

“Sorry to have tell you this, but we’ve decided to turn your warrant should be issued any minute now and this is the first time in a law school when the atmosphere most conducive to learning occurs. Garbarino apparently planning to play the violin for the student. Garbarino down to pay the stu­ dent a personal visit, Dean Gar­barino having previously spoken to play the violin for the student. Garbarino, of course, is not the only one at a client's time.
And Dave ("That's a fool") Mikus is not on my favorite team. Stab in the Back. So this is my idea of the league MVP. Good ball player, could probably handle a double shift, too. I hate this guy. Nothing more to say.

Commissioners II. He could probably handle a double shift, too. I hate this guy. Nothing more to say.

Corporations.

...particularly a fluke anyway. Anyway, you've already read my insults — I mean analyses — of those teams in earlier articles. Look, I hate the first years, the second years and most of the third year. Actually, I don't hate that one first guy fair with all the technical rules; he plays a combination of place poor sportsmanship, wimmin and cheating that reminds me of my own personal life story.

In closing, I predict the championship will be a close mail-in with the best one. Whoever puts the ball in the hoop more often will win. I think I have some videotapes of the Morton Downey Jr. show that I'd rather be watching right now anyway. Thanks again to the Commissioners for giving me this forum, I only wish I was able to give them even more positive ink in these pages. Good luck to all of the teams, and until next time, you can find me hitting the belt.